from Crisco to everyone:
was everyone bumped off
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
Can't hear, just a lot of jumble. Already got kicked out of this meeting once.
from IA 1 to everyone:
was everyone kicked out?
from kianna baker to everyone:
we all got kick off
from Aisling Elgesem to everyone:
Yes mine kept saying meeting ended
from urceal cook to everyone:
yes
from ilona to everyone:
Can not hear anything
from Kim Seoni to everyone:
I can't hear
from Jenn Harvey to everyone:
Yes I think everyone was booted!
from ilona to everyone:
Got kicked out few Times
from Jocelyn Pollard to everyone:
is there anyone from MSDE on the line with any updates......
from Gwendolyn Gross to everyone:
I can't hear
from Shiffonda Sutton to everyone:
Hello, I can't hear anything...
from mleach to everyone:
The meeting re-booted please be patient
from IA 1 to everyone:
everyone was muted since some didn't MUTE themslef
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
Meeting ended? I've rejoined and nothing is happening
from Georgina Ramroop to everyone:
same, me too.
from Laura Austin-FEagan to everyone:
Yes, we were. It happened 3 times.
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
Everyone is trying to get back on
from mtracey to everyone:
I was kicked out several times
from antoinharvey to everyone:
I was kick out three times and now I'm not able to hear anything
from urceal cook to everyone:
Thank you Vickie
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
Can't hear anything either
from rebecca potes to everyone:
Ican't hear. I was booted out twice already
from Angeline Bishop-Oshoko to everyone:
I was kicked out multiple times.
from Diane Eakes to everyone:
I can't see or hear anything
from virginiawalker to everyone:
ok
from IA 1 to everyone:
thank you!!
from Nicole to everyone:
Okay np!
from Ginger Chavis to everyone:
Technical difficulties happen! Sending hugs!
from rebecca potes to everyone:
What's going on?
from Rosemary Thomas to everyone:
Would you be able to start the conversations again.. I think that Jen started off with important information that we are missing.
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
Reminder: We will be answering questions that were submitted before the meeting. Questions in the chatbox will be captured for later. Please post your question one time only.
from Angeline Bishop-Oshoko to everyone:
Sending virtual hugs! Technically difficulties
from Rosemary Thomas to everyone:
Thank you so much
from Sharlene Hauck (privately):
Are we back on?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
We are working to get this back up.
from rebecca potes to everyone:
Thank you
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
Where can we access past recorded sessions?
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
Please turn off your cameras to save bandwidth
from Jody Lamberti (privately):
You look so tan and amazing!
from amy20 to everyone:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/office-child-care
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
ty
from amy20 to everyone:
That has the past recordings
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
from Shallayne Proctor to everyone:
what's the password
from amy20 to everyone:
no password needed
from flora Gee to everyone:
Technical difficulties?
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
Yes, Flora
from flora Gee to everyone:
Yes
from andrea frazier to everyone:
yes
from Rosemary Thomas to everyone:
yes
from Carla Nochera to everyone:
yes
from Jaclyne Bidle to everyone:
yes
from virginia walker to everyone:
yes
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
yes
from Christina to everyone:
yes
from Jocelyn Pollard to everyone:
yes
from Michelle Auer to everyone:
yes
from Diane Eakes to everyone:
from Shallayne Proctor to everyone:
yes
from Becky Bozarth to everyone:
yes
from kianna baker to everyone:
yes
from urceal cook to everyone:
yes
from IA 1 to everyone:
we can hear!
from Josephine Lohman to everyone:
yes
from Crystal Regels to everyone:
Yes
from Terrance Backstrom to everyone:
yes
from Pamela Borges to everyone:
yes
from Jennifer Woodard to everyone:
yes
from Angeline Bishop-Oshoko to everyone:
Yes
from Debbie Bogard to everyone:
yes
from Holly Frazer to everyone:
Yes

from Terry Burroughs to everyone:
Yes
from Antoine Williams to everyone:
Yes
from Donna Marie to everyone:
yes
from Kari Thomas to everyone:
yes
from Jenny Barrett to everyone:
yes
from Monique Harper to everyone:
yes
from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
yese
from Katie to everyone:
tup
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
Did you tell us no more backpacks into the buildings? My County is filling backpacks with school supplies for all students, and I am going to be taking full-day elementary school kids from 4 schools, so what is the direction here. Surely the kids will need something to carry their laptops and school supplies back and forth from school.

from antoinharvey to everyone:
yes
from Jigna Bhatt to everyone:
yes
from Angela Kidane to everyone:
yes
from Rhonda Moten to everyone:
yes
from CCC to everyone:
yes
from Sharlene Hauck to everyone:
Yes! Ty

Yes!
from Hanaa Hamood to everyone:
yes
from Gwendolyn Gross to everyone:
yes
from Laura Austin-FEagan to everyone:
yes
from Janine to everyone:
Yes
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
yes
from PBMS Teacher to everyone:
yes
from Gillian Johnson to everyone:
Yes, TY
from Susan Lawson to everyone:
yes
from mtracey to everyone:
yes I can hear you.
from tdiaduk to everyone:
yes
from Lakisa.Johnson to everyone:
yes
from Jenn Graic to everyone:
yes
from ilona to everyone:
YES
from TheKisha Towns, M.Ed. to everyone:
yes
from Jenn Harvey to everyone:
Yes
from Lisa Ann Dickinson to everyone: 
Yes

from Tera Gee to everyone: 
yes

from Shirley T. Holley to everyone: 
Yes

from Deb to everyone: 
Yes

from Donna Nohe to everyone: 
yes

from Leomie Brown to everyone: 
yes

from Child Dev Specialist to everyone: 
yes

from Oumou Sylla to everyone: 
Yes

from Brenda Rivera to everyone: 
yes

from Sheila M Vinson to everyone: 
Yes

from Kim Green to everyone: 
Yes

from pekopf Guest (privately): 
yes

from Angela Lotman to everyone: 
yes

from anne to everyone: 
yes

from Jennifer Fieni to everyone: 
yes
from Child Dev Specialist to everyone:
accreditation
from Bambi Blackwell to everyone:
yes
from Nicole to everyone:
Can hear you!
from Kim Seoni to everyone:
I see Jenn but can't hear
from Brenda Rivera to everyone:
only about accreditation
from IA 1 to everyone:
welcome bak, Jenn!! (NG)
from Amy to everyone:
start at the beginning!!!!
from Director to everyone:
no questions heard
from Chante Boston to everyone:
Yes
from virginawalker to everyone:
accreditation
from TBickel to everyone:
please start at the beginning
from andrea frazier to everyone:
start at the beginning
from Shay Gurry to everyone:
Accreditation focus
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
no question heard
from Janiecka to everyone:
You were talking about accreditation
from Janelle Schmidt to everyone:
Jenn could you start from the beginning of the questions?

from Debbie Bogard to everyone:
i heard no question

from spccd to everyone:
no questions were talked about

from Carla Nochera to everyone:
nothing

from Ginger Chavis to everyone:
there were more than 450 people on before cut off

from Tammy Anderson to everyone:
no questions

from Pamela Borges to everyone:
no question

from Virginia Walker to everyone:
yes, sorry

from rebecca potes to everyone:
Yeeeey. I can see Jenn again

from spccd to everyone:
yes

from Andrea Frazier to everyone:
yes

from Donna Marie to everyone:
yes

from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
yes

from Pamela Borges to everyone:
yes

from Virginia Walker to everyone:
yes
from Owner to everyone:
yes
from Sharlene Hauck to everyone:
Yes
from Kayla Shallue to everyone:
yes
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
yes
from Carla Nochera to everyone:
yes
from Janine to everyone:
yes
from Sharlene Hauck to everyone:
Yes
from Antoine Williams to everyone:
What going to happen to our childcare Programs.
from mtracey to everyone:
yes
from ilona to everyone:
Yes
from Hanaa Hamood to everyone:
yes
from bbarland to everyone:
Yes
from Kim Seoni to everyone:
is anyone else having problem with audio??
from Kim Seoni to everyone:
I can't hear
from Debbie Winn to everyone:
yes
from Director to everyone:
jeniffer.fairfield@brighthorizons.com
from Child Dev Specialist to everyone:
ssimon@mrdc.net
from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
preschool@pgmamd.org
from Debbie Winn to everyone:
can"t hear
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
all listeners should be muted
from Antoine Williams to everyone:
What going happen to our childcare program
from Jaclyne Bidle to everyone:
accounting@cccmyersville.com
from Andrea Frazier to everyone:
afrasier@ssschool.org
from Ilona to everyone:
idruzynska@hotmail.com
from Pearl Rosensaft to everyone:
There is an echo. Every word is being echoed
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
director@communityunitedmethodistcdc.org
from Sharlene Hauck to everyone:
Soccermom5013@aol.com
from Liz Vrataric to everyone:
evratari@louriecenter.org
from Melissa to everyone:
melissa@adventureparkacademy.com
from Pamela Borges to everyone:
pamela.borges611@gmail.com
from ewhitaker to everyone:
whitaker@montessoriinternational.org
from Diane Eakes to everyone:
ttsdirector@baumc.com
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
audio is bad! People are not muted
from Janine to everyone:
jezama@primrosegambrills.com
from Katie to everyone:
rooneyk@explorenature.org
from Kayla Shallue to everyone:
kaylaskindergarden@gmail.com
from Rosemary Thomas to everyone:
Thomas.rosemary@ccpsstaff.org
from Crisco to everyone:
mkcakm@msn.com
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
leomiebrown@aol.com
from mkillette@cac-hc.org to everyone:
mkillette@cac-hc.org
from areckart to everyone:
areckart@garrettcac.org
from IA 1 to everyone:
nancyg@bnaisraelcong.org
from Georgina Ramroop to everyone:
i cant hear
from Casey Bermanski to everyone:
cbermanski@opendoorcare.com
from Donna Nohe to everyone:
vtdka@msn.com
from Rhonda Moten to everyone:
newlifelearningcenter60@gmail.com
from Jodi Lupco to everyone:
Jlupco@themsw.org
from areckart to everyone:
ahefner@garrettcac.org
from Crystal Regels to everyone:
cregels@womicodayschool.com
from Susan Lawson to everyone:
bsjstmarys@gmail.com
from DANA-DIRECTOR to everyone:
director@lfsdc.org
from Gwendolyn Gross to everyone:
ggross1964@gmail.com
from Smart Fit Kids to everyone:
info@smartfitkidsacademy.com
from Brenda Rivera to everyone:
brivera@stjohnsp.org
from patti smith to everyone:
welovekids.gic@verizon.net
from areckart to everyone:
bgreene@garrettcac.org
from Owner to everyone:
laurel.jbs@gmail.com
from Sheila M Vinson to everyone:
preciousmomentsfd@gmail.com
from Kim Seoni to everyone:
kim@meadowscenter.com
from Kate to everyone:
kwinfield@garrettcac.org
If daycare kids have visitors from CA, what should kids do? Can they come to daycare or they need to stay home for 14 days and see if they are healthy than come to daycare. Please advice. Thank you
msperry.daycare@yahoo.com
from Sandra Fink to everyone:
sfink@stjoanarc.org
from Shannon Burroughs-Campbell to everyone:
shannon.burroughs-campbell@baltimorecity.gov
from vianca walker to everyone:
vbbkidz@gmail.com
from Gwendolyn Gross to everyone:
I can't hear
from Angela Lamberti to everyone:
atlamberti@aol.com
from Dawn Hollenczer to everyone:
msdawnsfamilychildcare@yahoo.com
from Joanne Kelsey to everyone:
joanne.kelsey@verizon.net
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
audio still has feedback
from Jenn Graic to everyone:
ijagraic@gmail.com
from 2613632615 to everyone:
Rkylesr@verizon.net
from Wendy Shumaker to everyone:
Preschool@fbcstcharles.com
from Hanaa Hamood to everyone:
hanaajhamood@gmail.com
from Debbie Winn to everyone:
can see Jenn, but there is no sound!!!!!!
from Michele to everyone:
harfordheightsgfs@gmail.com
from Amy to everyone:
amyschroeder@mthebronnursery.org
from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
screen is frozen
from Kim to everyone:
director@valleyplayschool.com
from Cecilia Pleiss to everyone:
no pic or sound here
from Marcia Tivoli to everyone:
Debbie Winn - check your sound -- I can hear ok
from Terrance Backstrom to everyone:
backstrom20748@yahoo.com
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
Still waiting for my $1600 PPE money although I submitted my W-9 to MSDE on May 6!
from PALHV2 to everyone:
I cant hear anything
from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
Is this being recorded?
from amy20 to everyone:
yes
from Teda Behr to everyone:
can’t hear anything
from alice to everyone:
Will CCS continue to pay summer rates for children not attending school?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
It was asked fro MSDE staff to post their Emailsin the chat.box
from Laure Dotterweich to everyone:
I would love ideas and suggestions!
from Becky Bozarth to everyone:
rebecca.bozarth@maryland.gov Frederick County
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
The recordings to all session can be found at:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/office-child-care

from Kim to everyone:
Just wash the sheets or the blankets too?

from Amber.Riley to everyone:
amber.riley@maryland.gov

from Georgina Ramroop to everyone:
Are clear table top shields approved in childcare? as a barrier when there is no room to sit children 6 feet apart?

from Deborah Duffy to everyone:
Is there or will there be financial assistance for child care workers to pay for care for their own school-aged children who won't be in school, so that the child care worker can work? Thank you

from mhood to everyone:
Jenn is breaking up and difficult to understand

from LyTia Williams to everyone:
LyTia.Williams@maryland.gov Region 5 Licening Specialists

from Kimberly McCauley to everyone:
kimberly.mccauley@maryland.gov Region 10

from lbudd to everyone:
linda.budd@maryland.gov Maryland EXCELS & Maryland Accreditation

from Katie to everyone:
I have read the guidance am still very confused. Is it 24 hours since those symptoms?!

from Lindsay Carlo to everyone:
Can you provide guidance on the 14-day home quarantine when a daycare family travels out-of-state or to a hotspot? Best practice and Gov. Hogan say that they SHOULD quarantine, but many families want their kids to return to daycare immediately. Do our guidelines say that we need to enforce this rule? What is our liability if we don’t enforce it and a family returns to our daycare and spreads Covid-19 to others?

from Brenda Rivera to everyone:
Can a temperature check app be used for preschool children before arrival at school?
from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
Can we use a program like Brightwheel to record all temps and health screenings?

from Viola.Epps to everyone:
viola.epps@maryland.gov Region 4

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Rene.williams@maryland.gov (Scholarship)
Louis.Valenti@maryland.gov (Licensing)
Linda.Budd@maryland.gov (Maryland EXCELS)
angeline.bishop-oshoko@maryland.gov (Credentialing)

from Monica McGirt to everyone:
Dr. Nizer, I hope I did not miss your reply to me pre-Listening Session question regarding the recommendations for goggles, shields and gloves from Dr. Fauci. Please address. Thank you.

from Susan Lawson to everyone:
hogan said test immediatley but I have heard you realy should wait 3-4 days before you test.????

from aennis to everyone:
Will MSDE send a list out where care givers can get tested for free? If so, where will it be published?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Here is the link for ALL regions to email your licensing specialist:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/licensing/regional-licensing-offices

from Owner to everyone:
So if a parent says they traveled to FL or another state, we need to ask them to quarrantine or be tested before we can admit them to the program again?

from flora Gee to everyone:
Explain where it is written that linens have to go home daily if kept in giant ziploc bags to keep seperate?

from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
We will be answering questions that were submitted before the meeting. Questions in the chatbox will be captured for later. Please post your question one time only.

from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
We are missing important info due to sound disruption
from Viola.Epps to everyone:
Please call 1-855-797-9480 US Toll Free
+1-415-655-0045 US Toll
Access code: 161 783 9385
Toll-free calling restrictions
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
As we mandated reporters for illegal child care?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/ccqig
from Child Dev Specialist to everyone:
Please speak a little slower...: ) Having trouble taking notes. Thank you.
from Vickie DiSanto to everyone:
All sessions are recorded.
from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
how do we get to the past recorded sessions
from Kim to everyone:
instead of sending sheets home daily, can we wash them at the center?
from Patty Morison to everyone:
Today there is an opportunity to advocate for that Federal Funding. Please look at MSCCA's website or the National Women's Law Center for those links
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
The link to recordings are available above in this chat window
from Jaclyne Bidle to everyone:
I am having a hard time understanding how my teachers getting paid $13-16 an hour are supposed to implement virtual learning coming in every single day to work while the public school teachers are getting their full paychecks to teach online for an hour a day at home. How is this fair to the families and to the teachers of the child care industry?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
from Viola.Epps to everyone:
The American Red Cross Office
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
what are thenames of the places to get CPR/FIRST Aid classes?
from Maureen Cook to everyone:
Are you accepting a blended part online and part in person CPR/First Aid?
from flora Gee to everyone:
Will closures for 14 days count as absences for CCS or as Voluntary closure? Will CCS pay?
from Marquita Phillips to everyone:
most parents don't budget for daycare because the kids are normally in school. we have to use our own wifi and electricity and spending more money on food to feed school age children.
from Becky Bozarth to everyone:
Here is a list on the MSDE website of approved First Aid and CPR trainers
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
You can find the list of MSDE approved trainers at
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/training
from JG to everyone:
Did we address to the mask update hogan made yesterday? Does this affect us?
from Ruth Claytor to everyone:
If a center is closed while waiting for covid test result, how does that get recorded on the scholarship invoice? Is it a "voluntary closure" and falls under the 2 weeks provider vacation or does it count against the child's 60 days absences?
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
I have placed 2 ads out for staff and have not received any responses. How are we supposed to staff classrooms for these extra full-day kids without staff? Would some qualifications be relaxed to have aides with kids?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
EXPANDED MASKING ORDER. With the unanimous support of the Maryland Coronavirus Recovery Team, Governor Hogan is expanding the statewide masking order that has been in effect since April 18.
Under this order, which takes effect Friday, July 31 at 5:00 p.m., all Marylanders over the age of five are required to wear face coverings in the public spaces of all businesses across the state.
Face coverings will also be required in outdoor public areas, whenever it is not possible to maintain physical distancing. The expanded order continues to provide certain exceptions, including for medical conditions.

from areckart to everyone:
Is there any guidance for Child Care Centers in Public School Buildings?

from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
please adjust the sound.

from JG to everyone:
Are child care center classrooms considered public spaces?

from virginia walker to everyone:
There is a schedule on pgcps website

from Melissa Garvin to everyone:
do teachers and children have to quarantine if they visit an area that has more than 10% before returning to the center?

from vianca walker to everyone:
I thought it was ok to let the parents in the facility in designated areas and have mask on.

from shirl tuohey to everyone:
Did you say that the state was going to pay for before and after care? If so, do you know the rate. Sorry, it faded in and out.

from Josephine Lohman to everyone:
Is there a county that was hit harder with the loss of childcare providers than others?

from Parkville-user to everyone:
it's not a voluntary closure...

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/system/files/filedepot/2/voluntaryclosuredayrequestform.pdf

from flora Gee to everyone:
Voluntary closure forms are for submitting so many days in advance. what about involuntary closures due to Covid or suspected covid? Like a snow day? Not an absence? But will we still get paid???

from anne to everyone:
Where do we get voluntary closure forms? Website says to request. Can we print them online?

from kofo odutola to everyone:
Will the scholarship program let me know when a child’s 60 days absence is due.

from Alexis Washington to everyone:

https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/system/files/filedepot/2/voluntaryclosedayrequestform.pdf

from Alexis Washington to everyone:

Copy and paste in browse to access

from CCC to everyone:

Why are we trying to increase ratio’s (i understand the revenue aspect of it) when we can barely social distance the kids we are allowed now in the space that we have now.

from Daphne Anderson (privately):

I have a family coming in from Hawaiiai next week. Does this child have to quarantine for fourteen days, or can he start when he arrives in MD

from Pamela Borges to everyone:

Then where do those children go?

from kyanosky to everyone:

UV -It's a way to clean

from flora Gee to everyone:

Closing due to Covid, will we get paid? Treat like a snow day?

from Monica McGirt to everyone:

Thanks for the answer. It’s enough to make a 30-year early childhood educator leave the profession. If I were to get COVID-19, that would be the end for me.

from Brenda to everyone:

I just want to say I appreciate this and all you are doing to support children and families in Maryland. Thank you!

from virginiawalker to everyone:

I think that we are doing the best that we know how, considering we have never been in this position before and God willing, we might not ever again, but the silver lining is that our business will survive because people are still making babies! Thanks to everyone for prayers for our success!

from Melissa Garvin to everyone:

When will ratios for 3’s and 4’s return to 1:10 This will significantly impact our staffing needs and budget.

from flora Gee (privately):
Voluntary Closure won’t work for Covid Closings. What should we expect or do? Usually we write on the attendance sheet if we had an emergency closure for weather... Treat it the same for CCS?

from Leomie Brown to everyone:

COVID training? when?

from Pearl Rosensaft to everyone:

Please explain what Covid Training refers to?

from Child Dev Specialist to everyone:

Yes more info about the Covid training

from Alexis Washington to everyone:

Child Care Quality Incentive Grant Program are available for child care centers and family child care providers.

https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/ccqig

Family Child Care Provider Direct Grants are available for NEW family child care to meet start-up costs

https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/fccpdgfp

from katie to everyone:

Who will we look to guidance for in regards to potential closings due to weather? Snow, ice?

from Shari Wolf to everyone:

Can you discuss disinfecting playground equipment

from Pearl Rosensaft to everyone:

If parents want to come in and nurse their infants, are we permitted to allow them in?

from Marquita Phillips to everyone:

If we have to accept school age children and help them with learning and teaching then we are indeed becoming the teachers and should be looked at as such. We will be schools.

from Toyin Ademuwagun to everyone:

I can’t hear the speaker

from Leomie Brown to everyone:

repeat about the hand sanitizing wipes

from Marina Maier to everyone:
In Harford County - the learning centers - you only need a high school diploma or GED- pay starts at 13$ an hour without a degree and 14$ with a degree and they are hiring 400 people. So if that is the model that all other counties follow... we will lose more staff and have even more difficulty finding staff.

from vianca walker to everyone:
no hand sanitizer at all

from Lori to everyone:
If we decide to close temporarily does it affect our current operating license?

from Liz Vrataric to everyone:
so we should use something else instead of a bleach and water solution for sanitizing?

from Shiffonda Sutton to everyone:
please repeat regarding hand sanitizer usage...

from jen holcomb to everyone:
can we have plexiglass in a group bathroom to "divide" kids washing hands at the sinks.

from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
If we don't reopen until next year how does that impact our license

from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
Also, if you're in your first year of your license and you're closed at your one year mark how do we handle this with licensing

from Diane Eakes to everyone:
I think the plexiglass may have been referring to having 4 kids at a table with plexiglass since they wouldn't be 6 ft apart. Are they ok to use if the kids are only 2 ft. apart across them?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Please remember to check the website for the next session on Thursday, August 6, at 1 - 2pm
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/

There are also regional listening sessions available within your region, please check the website for when your region will be available. Go to your specific region and they will be listed.

https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/licensing/regional-licensing-offices

The recordings to all session can be found at:
https://earlychildhood.marylandpublicschools.org/child-care-providers/office-child-care
Guidance for all child care providers can be found at:


from Diane Eakes to everyone:
The CDC site says playgrounds do not need to be sanitized because it's not a good use of sanitizers. Can we follow that recommendation too?

from flora Gee to everyone:
building inspectors in Greenbelt

from Hilary (privately):
The CDC site says playgrounds do not need to be sanitized because it's not a good use of sanitizers. Can we follow that recommendation too?

from flora Gee to everyone:

from Shari Wolf to everyone:
Can you clarify - no backpacks is that correct?

from Amina Assaadi to everyone:
it has to be plastic so you can wipe off the surface

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Survey:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLS5elE3cWxH4D0KjmKZvV3qJ6Zb5vMqzRLHihiKnURWMNaeTwg/viewform

from Jackie Kerr to everyone:
How long should we be keeping the EPCC screening papers for? We have them since we reopened in May.

from Hilary to everyone:
The CDC site says playgrounds do not need to be sanitized because it's not a good use of sanitizers. Can we follow that recommendation too?

from flora Gee to everyone:

from Marquita Phillips to everyone:
why aren't all counties paid the same across the board?

from Liz Vrataric to everyone:
Are we to use something else instead of a bleach and water solution for sanitizing?
from Pamela Borges to everyone:
Will ccs pay more for school age children in care since they will be in care full day? Make it comparable to summer camp?

from virginiawalker to everyone:
Those surveys were sent to school centers that were closed. I did respond but only because I read my emails.

from Gillian Johnson to everyone:
When can we expect to receive these surveys?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Survey:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSselE3cWxH4D0KjmKZvV3qJ6Zb5vMqzRLHihikNsrURWMNaNCTwgv/viewform

from Gillian Johnson to everyone:
TY

from Kathy Edwards to everyone:
Do we show a child's temp on the sign in sheet?

from Pearl Rosensaft to everyone:
I submitted my surveys 4 times the first time and no confirmation or proof that it was submitted was received. I kept getting the request even though I had already submitted. How can we be assured that our survey information was received?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
Emails of Branch Chiefs:
Rene.williams@maryland.gov (Scholarship)
Louis.Valenti@maryland.gov (Licensing)
Linda.Budd@maryland.gov (Maryland EXCELS)
angeline.bishop-oshoko@maryland.gov (Credentialing)

from flora Gee to everyone:
We are still in the pandemic! It is not over!

from vianca walker to everyone:
Me as well Pearl Rosensaft.

from largoparkelc@aol.com to everyone:
Did you say parents who have vouchers but are not in attendance should continue to pay their co-pay?
from Kathy Edwards to everyone:
Kathy Edwards: Are we required to put the child’s temp on the sign in sheet?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
If you have not received a Provider Weekly Tuition Survey letter, please call CCS Central at 1-866-243-8796.
from Linda (privately):
Do we need licensing to come out and approve a room to assist parents of K-2 during the pandemic?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
The link to the survey is:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeiE3cWxH4D0KjmKZvV3qJ6Zb5vMqzRLHihikNrURWMNaeTwg/viewform
from Edith Onaolapo to everyone:
Does this mean that we do not charge copayments from March 27 2020 to July 20, 2020 but right now we must charge our copayments and 60 days absence terminates their Voucher payments like the statement of understanding states.
from ewhitaker to everyone:
what if we haven't gotten the tuition survey??
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
If you have not received a Provider Weekly Tuition Survey letter, please call CCS Central at 1-866-243-8796.
from flora Gee to everyone:
Do we count absent if CCS renewed voucher but parent won't return until 8/31/20?
from Shirley Robinson to everyone:
Renay Williams. ispoke with yu about the voucher and thought you said would be paid for some of my missed time. I am very disappointed to know I'mout of so much money and only going to be paid from June 20, 2020. Thank You
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
What is the percentage that Governor Hogan said tuition could be raised?
from Alexis Washington to everyone:
tara.bartosz@maryland.gov
from Shirley Robinson to everyone:
Renay Williams this is Shirley Robinson. I just sent the message. 301-248-2976
from Parkville-user to everyone:
If they can't have backpacks, what do we sent their sheets home in? And what do they bring their items to school in?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:
You can email Manjulat @ manjula.paul1@maryland.gov

from Marquita Phillips to everyone:
if we apply for the childcare scholarship and approved are our children allowed to stay with us or we have to send to another provider

from Tiffany Harrison to everyone:
If a child voucher expired 4/27/20, but the EPCC picked up. If parent received vouchers now. Does old provider suppose to claim them, if the children are now going to a new provider?

from Tammy to everyone:
I am confused. We touch the bedding to bag it up and how do we know the parent actually washes it? Why are we not allowed to wash it to ensure it’s cleaned each day? I would rather not have them bring it from home.

from Monica Campbell to everyone:
Has any consideration been given to relax regulations for school aged children to use classroom that are licensed for preschool classrooms to accomodate our school-aged children in smaller groups?

from Nicole to everyone:
Hi, completing the titution survey and do not know what is the Reg 42/10 Reg/52 Whhere is this on the survey? Thanks

from 1617296430 to everyone:
What do you mean when you have different amounts on the voucher and the pride choose the one she wants I never heard of tha

from Alison Samson-Ebaugh to everyone:
How many voluntary closure days does a center get?

from Laura Watkins to everyone:
when will inperson inspections start again?

from Alison Samson-Ebaugh to everyone:
Is there anyway to know that our tuition survey has been recieved?

from CCC to everyone:
Voluntary Closures have to be submitted at least 2 weeks a head of time how do we do that with COVID related closures?
from Kim Green to everyone:

Can you all consider taking another look at the survey online? It is not user friendly. It would be nice to set it up like the paper form sent in the mail. You have to keep entering the same information i.e. provider email and the same information for the same parent/family.

from flora Gee to everyone:

voluntary closure requires filling submitting in advance. We will not know in advance if we are closed by LS or health dept for covid!

from Parkville-user to everyone:

are new teachers required to have their medical reports completed before they start?

from Alexis Washington to everyone:

Guidance for all child care providers can be found at:


from Jenn Harvey to everyone:

I want to thank the staff of MSDE OCC you all are working endless hours to help and support providers so we can al do our Part in this pandemic! Thank you so much! Providers we have got this !!! Let’s make the difference and be the difference in these children and families lives ! Unity and working together ! Be the Difference !

from flora Gee to everyone:

Please adrrress Voluintary closure is done in advance! What do we do f or covid closures not any way to pedict in advance?

from virginiawalker to everyone:

Thank you.

from Angela Garrison to everyone:

Thank you for staying longer to answer questions! I am sure it is very appreciated.

from anne to everyone:

Thanks to Jen and everyone for helping us and for your patience. I know some have been difficult. Please, providers, appreicate MSDE and their help.

from Hanaa Hamood to everyone:

Thank you for all the information.

from Becky Bozarth to everyone:
Thank you Anne!
from Monica McGirt to everyone:
What is Tara's email address please.
from Marquita Phillips to everyone:
tara.bartosz@maryland.gov
from Maureen Cook to everyone:
Thank you for all that you and OCC is doing to help guide us thru this challenging time. It is greatly appreciated.
from Nicole to everyone:
Found my answer.
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
Daycare Specialist are allowed to enter the homes of family Child Care providers?
from Leomie Brown to everyone:
for their inspections
from Elizabeth to everyone:
Jen, you said "recommendations have been presented to increase ratios" Who is recommending? OCC or MSDE? And who are you submitting it to?
from Jackie Kerr to everyone:
Do we keep the temperature check papers for 5 years as well?
from Duke Mosby to everyone:
will you recieve a letter if you have already submitted the rates.
from Edith Onaolapo to everyone:
Can we take volunteers in FCC at this time?
from Duke Mosby to everyone:
thanks
from Tina Ford to everyone:
No backpacks? What can our babies use to bring bottles, cups daily
from Edith Onaolapo to everyone:
Thank you Jenn Nizer and everyone
from Edith Onaolapo to everyone:
Be safe and healthy
from 18557979480 to everyone:
A lil lunch bag
from Child Dev Specialist to everyone:
Thank you!!!
from Jenn Graic to everyone:
Thank you!
from Ginger Chavis to everyone:
Thank you!
from Terry Burroughs to everyone:
Thanks
from vianca walker to everyone:
I use large ziplock bags
from Childworld to everyone:
Thank you.
from Susan Lawson to everyone:
thank you
from smartin to everyone:
Thank you
from Jigna Bhatt to everyone:
Thank you
from CCC to everyone:
Thank you!
from Janine to everyone:
Thank U
from paulette munford to everyone:
Thank you!
from Josephine Lohman to everyone:
thanks
from Monique Harper to everyone:
Thank you
from wandy to everyone:
Thanks

from johanna Baldwin to everyone:
Thank you 😊

from vianca walker to everyone:
'thank you

from Leomie Brown to everyone:
Thank you

from Kathy Edwards to everyone:
thanks